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EXPERIENCE

QUOTES

“Tom is one of the few people I know that get the 
importance of a functional Finance and IT 
relationship.”  

- Zach Nelson CEO NetSuite, Inc.

“Tom has an incredible commitment to excellence that 
is supported with his passion and drive to obtain 
results. In his role as CFO at Deluxe, he was able to 
identify problem areas, paint the vision for the 
necessary changes and then drive his team to 
successful completion.”                     

- Sonia St. Charles CEO Davenport Group

“Tom was fantastic to work with for our Cloud 
implementation. He was thorough, professional, and 
most importantly, got the job done right. I’d highly 
recommend Tom’s expertise to anyone undergoing a 
substantial technology project.”                     

- Dave Perrill, CEO WAND Corporation

Founder & Managing Director
T-Edward, Inc.
🗓 2005 - ongoing 
A strategic and operational Cloud consultancy providing 
CXO services and Cloud expertise. I have provided CXO 
services and implemented best of breed Cloud 
applications for over 100 companies resulting in 
improved performance.

CFO/CIO
Start-Ups and Small to Mid-Sized Businesses
🗓 2000 - 2009
In addition to T > Edward, I have spent time as a 
permanent employee in start-up venture backed 
companies and small to mid-sized businesses.

• 2007	- 2009	CFO/CIO	2nd	Wind	Exercise	Equipment
• 2005	- 2006	CFO/CIO	Gearworks
• 2002	- 2005	CFO/CIO	Circuit	Check
• 2001	- 2002	CFO	&	Chief	Compliance	Officer	eBenX
• 2000	- 2001	CFO	PeopleNet	Communications

CFO/Finance and Consulting
Large and Publicly Held Companies
🗓 1984 - 2000
My career began in 1984 in public accounting, then 
positions in accounting, finance, consulting and CFO for 
a large public company.

• 1997	- 2000	CFO	Deluxe	Corporation
• 1996	- 1997	Principal	CSC	Consulting
• 1996	- 1994	Sr.	Manager	CPG	Consulting	KPMG	- Bearing	Point
• 1986	- 1994	Accounting	and	Corp	Finance	Positions	PepsiCo
• 1984	- 1986	Senior	Auditor	KPMGEDUCATION/CERTIFICATIONS

MBA Finance
Fordham University
🗓 1992

BA Accounting
NC State University
🗓 1984

CPA
State of New York and Minnesota
🗓 1985, 1995

SUMMARY

My background, while extensive, isn`t traditional.  As a 
native New Yorker I went down south to play baseball 
and obtain an accounting degree from NC State.  

After two years in public accounting I joined a premier 
finance and marketing company – PepsiCo.  It was 
there that I embraced and honed my skills in finance, 
technology, human resources, operations and 
marketing and found my passion for improving business 
and making things better no matter how big or small.  

An early adopter, and now expert on leveraging the 
Cloud, I use my leadership and transformation skills to 
turn strategy and vision into reality.

If you would like to see more details about myself and 
my accomplishments please visit the following:

• VisualCV: www.visualcv.com/tk

• LinkedIn:	 www.linkedin.com/in/tkcloud

• T-Edward	Clients	Page:		www.t-edward.com/Clients

• T-Edward	Insights	Page: www.t-edward.com/Insights

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION


